Intentional Lesson Planning Assignment – 100 total points

Directions:

You should have at least 6 formal lesson plans already written on the provided lesson planning template, and a post-lesson reflection sheet for each one.

Each lesson you post in Canvas is highlighting evidence of one of six (6) different components of teaching pedagogy. One lesson of your six, therefore, should make it clear you have paid special attention to:

1) the English Language Development objective in this lesson, in addition to whatever content standards you are teaching;

2) Scaffolding and SDAIE strategies used to make sure the content of the lesson is accessible to the EL students;

3) Engagement strategies that require students to be talking, collaborating, and participating fully in the lesson

4) Using specific Language Acquisition Theories in your delivery of instruction

5) Assessment strategies throughout the lesson and at the end of the lesson

6) specific strategies that are intentional to the classroom environment you want to provide

You will help to make that clear by highlighting in yellow every time you attended to the particular component throughout your lesson. Make sure you use the formal names of teaching strategies we learned and discussed in class. Highlighted portions should show up in the explanation of instruction, as well as in your rationale column.

Example:

You are teaching a math lesson, but you have added some very specific language goals to this math lesson, depicted in the box called "English Language Development Objective". Be certain this objective is attended to throughout your lesson by depicting things you do as the teacher, and things the EL student does, that has them practicing their English language objective. You must also assess the students' acquisition of the objective you chose (use of new vocabulary words, writing a full and complete sentence, an oral language objective where they must speak to a partner in a complete and accurate sentence, etc.). Mention how you assess this part of the lesson, also highlighted within your lesson in yellow.

Upload the lesson plans and post-lesson reflection as one document, please.

Grading details:

20 points for each lesson, graded CR/NC

You will have time in class to share your first few lessons with peers for feedback before submitting the following week

You have 6 different plans, each worth 20 points, but total points is 100 (can toss one)